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And the advice and techniques out there often contradict each other. Ask 3 professional detailers
what to do and you’ll most likely get 3 very different answers. That’s why we’re here to get you off
on the right foot with this simplified DIY guide on how to detail your car the right way, with practical
steps and proven methods so you can achieve a detailfinish worthy of a professional. We also have a
guide for you to see that specifically focuses on Car Detailing of Black cars. Here’s what we’ll cover
today Beginning the Car Detailing Process 2. Must Have Supplies Tips for Finding the Best Car
Detailing Supplies 3. How to Wash Your Car The Right Way 4. How to Protect and Maintain Your
Car. The Most Complete Ceramic Coating DIY Kit for ConsumersDetailing also helps to protect paint
and other car parts against exposure to UV rays and contaminants. This makes sure that all of the
dirt, debris, road grime, and other stuff is removed from the vehicle. Most car owners use microfiber
towels, a wash mitt, and car wash soap products that reduce scratching in this process. Many people
apply car wax, paint sealants, or ceramic coatings. Other exterior parts such as tires are enhanced
with tire dressing. A lot of people also use glass cleaner to clean automotive glass. Prepping the car
paint by using a clay bar is usually the first step of protecting the paint. Most of the time, the
interior cleaning involves vacuuming, removing the trash, and removing contaminants from the
leather, vinyl, or plastic parts and pieces. Most of the time, the owner will purchase treatment
products designed for specific materials, which enhance the shine and protect the materials from
exposure. Then it’s suggested to clean the car exterior and protect it with car detailing products.
The last step is to clean and detail the car interior. Some purchase expensive cleaning tools,
highquality car wash brushes, automotive wash buckets, and a heavy duty pressure
washer.http://deauville.ru/files/3gs-europlex-manuals.xml

manual car cleaning near me, manual car cleaning, car seat cleaning manual, 1.0,
manual car cleaning near me, manual car cleaning, car seat cleaning manual.

And most often, knowing the steps is half the battle. Each location you live has unique attributes that
impact the way a car becomes dirty and needs to be cleaned. Yep, the trash bin is the only place for
any product which can leave scratches on the surface of your vehicle, when the very thing you’re
trying to do is restore it. The right way. Heat also speeds the drying of soap and water, and while it’s
tempting to enjoy the sun outside you’re asking for water spots and streaks. Work indoors or in the
shade. So don’t use the same items towels, brushes, buckets, water, etc. for multiple purposes or
locations. You don’t want to move the contaminants from one location to another. This is particularly
important on areas of the car which get extra dirty like the rims, wheel wells, or lower panels. Keep
your supplies separated. Importantly though, this does not include the wheels and tires. You should
always clean your wheels and tires first as they are often the dirtiest part of the vehicle. If you’re
touching the paint you must use some sort of lubrication. Don’t wipe, clean or touch the paint
without lubrication and with improper or dirty towels. Those old yellow things are basically like
using sandpaper. Get a proper washmitt and make the marginal investment in some nice soft
microfibre towels which make it much easier to dry your car’s paintwork without the risk of
scratching. Get a proper car shampoo too. And costwise, if you’re only going to perform this once in
your life, it’s not going to be that much of a difference between doing it yourself and paying for it. It
may seem costly at first, but keep in mind you’ll be able to reuse almost everything in the future.
And by doing it more frequently, it’s going to be a much less intensive process each time which will
counterintuitively save money. Car detailing requires retaining the right car care and detailing
products, designed to enhance the stylistic features of your
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To accomplish this, you’ll want to either purchase a detailing kit, or complete ala carte auto detailing
supplies. However, finding the right car wax, clay bar, buffing pads, drying towel, and other car care
products requires some clever thinking and a little bit of common sense. Heavy duty cleaning
products are also not always the best item for your vehicle. You don’t need to break your budget, but
make sure any interior cleaning products are alcoholfree, so they don’t mess up your interior. Click
here to give it a read. You can actually do more harm than good cleaning too frequently with poor
technique or with the wrong stuff. Make sure you have your 2 buckets ready one for washing, one
for rinsing, plenty of microfiber towels, two or three wash mitts on hand, and a scrubbing brush if
you plan on doing your tires. You’ll want to wash your entire car in one session, which should take
an hour or so depending on the size of your vehicle and how dirty it is. This is essentially giving your
car a wash before you actually wash your car! You can also use a foam gun at this point which
besides extremely practical are actually great fun to use. Don’t use a strong jet of water from the
hose, as this can rub the dirt over the paint and scratch it. Obviously, the procedure varies
depending on the level of contamination, but mostly it’s as easy as using a pressure washer to
physically remove heavy grime. In winter time, you have the added bonus of road salt which can
cause corrosion. Dish detergents and household cleaners are extremely harsh on your car’s finish.
This is simply one bucket filled with shampoo and one with clean water for rinsing out your mitt.
Steer clear of those cheap yellow sponges as they are prone to scratch. Using a strong jet of water,
fill the bucket to fully activate suds. Fill the second bucket with clean, water for rinsing your wash
mitt. This acts like a presoak, adding further lubrication and helps loosen gunk on the surface.

Working in sections, start at the top of the car and work your way down, regularly cleaning your mitt
in the rinse bucket. This first pass will pick up the majority of the dirt and loosens the remaining dirt
for pick up on the second pass. You don’t want the soap to dry on the paint and stain it. When
rinsing sections, use the same top to bottom process. As you progress from one section to the next,
it’s important that you use the hose to keep the entire car wet. This will prevent water droplets from
drying on the paint and leaving water spots. You want to be able to dry the car with towels before it
air dries. Don’t air dry or be tempted to cruise 100mph down the highway in an attempt to dry the
car. You’re looking to avoid watermarks created by leaving the car to air dry and to make blemishes
easier to spot before claying or polishing. You may need to use several microfiber towels while
drying your vehicle. Make sure not to leave any water standing on your vehicle once it’s dried. They
both serve the same purpose which is to smooth out the surface of your car. Additionally, a clay mitt
fits over your hand, similarly to a wash mitt making it easier to use than a clay bar which you have to
hold as you rub over the vehicle. They’re also typically much larger since they have to fit over your
hand, so can cover more surface area. They are initially more expensive, but trust us when we say
they are incredibly simple to use. Feel the surface with your finger tips and compare to an area you
haven’t clayed yet, you should notice a distinct difference in how slick the surface is. You should only
polish as and when required, usually during a full detail once or twice a year. We advise using a
buffer for quality results, as this distributes pressure more evenly than a manual pad. A buffer also
achieves optimal polishing results as you can change the speed depending on the different areas of
the car you are working on.

We do recommend going to with a ceramic coating as the protection it offers is unrivalled, and
practically all of the legwork involved in applying is in the preprep which you will have already
accomplished. Meaning that best practice would be reapplying a wax every two to three months
because most of the waxes tested “showed a significant loss of protection within about five weeks”.
Sure, it takes a little bit longer to apply, and costs a little bit more, but will pay for itself quickly
compared to waxes. If you’d like to know more, I wrote a really detailed guide on ceramic coating
you can find here! And be sure to only use clean, nonabrasive cloths and pads. Get the feeling of
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driving a new car, every day. If you do anything, make sure you don’t do these Just get a microfiber
mitt. Get some decent Microfibre towels. Work indoors or in the shade. It also reduces the risk of
water spots and unseemly pooling. One for your car soap, one just plain water for rinsing. Squeeze
your dirty Wash Mitt out in a separate bucket before dipping into soapy water to get more suds.
Ignore this and you will be splashing grime from the dirtiest parts of your vehicle onto freshly
washed surfaces. Clean the soap and rinse buckets and start fresh after washing the tires, too. For
the average consumer, these steps are simply a means to educate you on how you can do things
yourself without blowing the bank or risk ruining your surface. Some of these tips, I’ve learned the
hard way. If you’re in the latter category, this guide is for you. And the best part, we treat our
customers like family, so if you have any questions or just looking to chat about cars, were only an
email or call away. Check out our homepage here. In the winter never use the undercarriage spray
cleaner. If you live where there is snow and ice you will have salt spread on the roads. That
underbody rinse water is recycled and contaminated with winter road salt.

Spraying salt up into the deep regions of the car will rust quickly and thoroughly eat into metal. I
asked a car wash owner, and a guy from the Chicago area car wash association, They wanted me to
believe that the double and sometimes triple filtering makes the water OK. Basic chemistry folks,
you cannot filter salt out of water, it molecularly bonds and can only be “cleaned” by a distillation
process. Just think of sea water. Thanks in advance When the wax begins to fail the failure is often
attributed to the ceramic. As the wax breaks down it can increase surface tension. You want to use a
prewash and a wash shampoo free of wax and ph balanced 6 to 9 on the ph scale While there are
several technical schools that offer training for automotive skills, not too many offer auto body
training any longer. It’s definitely an industry that takes selfinitiative to learn from the bottom up.
Best of luck to you! I am about to embark on the detailing adventure and it would seem to be the ” in
thing ” at the moment. Many thanks. If you are going to apply a ceramic coating, make sure the soap
is waxfree. I’ve just purchased a 2009 Subaru Outback, that has it’s fair share of cosmetic wear and
tear, although the majority of the paintwork still seems to be in good condition. I have followed your
steps to washing the car, and have just started the clay bar step. I’ve completed one door so far. The
paint is coming up silky smooth, although, there are a number of scratches I’d like to try to remove,
and I’m not sure at which step I should attempt this. Before claying Or after claying My husband and
I are looking for an auto detailing service that can help with my husband’s Mercedes since it hasn’t
been clean in forever. We will keep these tips in mind as we search for a professional that can help
us best. Ditch the rinse bucket. Yes all the solids might stay at the bottom of the bucket but your still
getting all the other contaminants that all floating around in the bucket.

Instead of using a rinse bucket rinse your wash mit with your water supply every time then after
rinsing put back in your soap bucket. Just a little tip. I have been doing it for years where i specialise
in black vechiles. Depending on where a person lives, salt can do a lot of damage to exposed metal
on the vehicle, accelerating rust. Also, dirty windows can cause a dangerous driving environment,
especially in regions where roads accumulate slush. If it comes to safety reasons, then yes, the car
should be washed with that in mind more often. On the exposed metal, we are talking about a
different kind of problem that should be resolved prior in any case. Please upgrade your browser to
improve your experience. Plenty of shops offer car wash, exterior detailing, or interior detailing, but
why is car detailing so much more timeconsuming than a car wash. The truth is, auto detailing is a
bit more complicated than a car wash, but with the right Turtle Wax products, you can even detail a
car at home. Truly, there is a certain satisfaction that comes with DIY auto detailing, so let’s get
started! There are similarities between auto detailing and car washing, but auto detailing goes much
deeper than simply cleaning your car inside and out. Then, using more specialized tools and car
detailing supplies, auto detailers give your car a much deeper cleaning. This might even include
removing parts of the car to get into cracks and crevices that have never seen the light of day. As a
result, a detailed car can look and smell like a new car, even if it’s aged over a decade! The first



time, especially, you might need to set aside a few hours. If your car is only a couple years old and
has been regularly washed and vacuumed, a full car detail might only take an hour or two. On the
other hand, if your car is older and hasn’t seen a vacuum in years, auto detailing the first time could
take a whole day. Also, consider these other benefits of car detailing at home.

You don’t have to buy all these supplies every single time, just whatever you run out of. Auto
detailing is just as much about longterm protection from the elements as it is looking great and
smelling clean. Interior detailing will require opening doors and getting in and out of the car often,
which will likely dirty the outside of the car. Therefore, many auto detailers start by detailing the
interior of the car. When, once the inside is clean and protected, they close the doors and windows
and focus on exterior detailing. We’ve even included tips from car detailing professionals italics . A
small trash bag can come in handy here, as well as latex or nitrile gloves. Pick up old napkins, food
wrappers, car parts, loose coins, and anything else that’s too big for the vacuum cleaner to pick up.
Don’t forget to check the glove box, console boxes, door cubbies, cup holders, and change bins. Use
a stiff brush and car wash soap, like Turtle Wax MAX Power Car Wash, to clean rubber mats.
Upholstery cleaner, such as Turtle Wax POWER OUT. Once cleaned, hang the mats to dry. The dash,
instrument cluster, center console, and door panels are a good start, but there’s more. Don’t forget
the headliner, interior panels, rear deck, windows, and seats. Use compressed air, from an air
compressor or electronics duster, to blow dust out of small crevices. A spritz of furniture polish on
the brush will improve dust removal. If you notice heavy food or drink smells or musty smells, treat
it with Turtle Wax Power Out. OdorX Whole Car Blast. First, remove the cabin filter and put the fan
on high speed in recirculation mode with the AC off. Then, set off the can and close the doors and
windows for 15 to 20 minutes. This will circulate the deodorizer throughout the whole cabin for a
longlasting clean and fresh scent. Turtle Wax Power Out. OdorX Spray can be used in problem areas,
like the trunk, cargo area, or air vents. Finally, install a new cabin filter.

If your interior is relatively clean, then you won’t need a strong cleaner. For stubborn grime or
stains, use a diluted organic or citrus cleanser. This prevents overspray and drips. A foaming
upholstery cleaner, like Turtle Wax POWER OUT. Upholstery Cleaner can be sprayed directly to
cloth and synthetic headliners, door panels, and other porous surfaces. Allow to penetrate a couple
minutes, then use a stiff brush to loosen dirt and grime from the surface. For light cleaning and
deodorizing cloth seats, use Turtle Wax POWER OUT. Upholstery cleaner. Pretreat stains for five to
ten minutes before cleaning the whole seat with a stiff brush. Heavy cleaning will require longer
pretreat time and a steam cleaner can work wonders, here. For quick cleaning and protection, Turtle
Wax POWER OUT. Leather cleans without harsh chemicals. The included soft brush can work out
grime and stains. For stubborn grime or stains, a diluted citrus or organic cleanser can be used. Be
sure to move the front seats back and forth to get to every part of the carpet. If you’re
mechanicallyinclined, with a few hand tools, remove the seats, center console, and other trim pieces
for better access to every corner of your carpet. Using Turtle Wax POWER OUT. Use the builtin
brush or a stiff brush to agitate the cleaner and work it into the carpet. Then, use a wetdry vacuum
or steam cleaner to remove the foam and contaminants. Don’t forget to pop the trunk and apply the
same treatment. It also looks great, with just the right amount of shine. Apply with one microfiber
cloth and buff out with a second one. Use leather conditioner on leather seats and upholstery to
restore moisture and prevent fading and cracking. Using a nonammonia glass cleaner and microfiber
cloths, clean all exposed glass, such as the windshield, side windows, back window, and rearview
mirror. Wet one cloth with glass cleaner, for cleaning, using a second cloth to buff out any streaks.

Don’t forget the sunroof instrument cluster lens and dome light lens. Then, roll the windows up and
clean the rest of the glass. Exterior auto detailing should be done out of direct sunlight to prevent
water spotting and make everything easier to work with. Now that the interior detailing is done, pop
the hood and fuel door and close the doors and windows. This starts loosening dirt and grime and



bugs from your car so they can run off. A snow foam prewash is good to apply once the car is
completely rinsed. Use tire and wheel brushes to work the foam into crevices. Clean engines run
cooler, last longer, are more reliable and are easier to work on. If your engine has a distributor,
cover it with a plastic bag. Rinse the engine bay and the underside of the hood with a pressure
washer or garden hose, then soak with an undiluted organic or citrus degreaser. Open the fuel door
and clean inside, as well. After five to ten minutes, rinse everything with water. Foaming cleansers
stick better to grease and oil, helping dissolve them faster. You might need a short stool, step ladder,
or longhandled soft brush to get to the top of your vehicle. Whatever you use, always use the
twobucket method, one with Turtle Wax MAX Power Car Wash and water, and the other with clear
water. Before picking up more soapy water, always rinse in the clearwater bucket. Start with the
roof, moving down to the glass, hood, trunk, doors, body, bumpers, and rocker panels. A soft brush is
good for cleaning deeper into the grille. Now, it might be tempting to let your car airdry, but this is
an invitation for water spots. Use a chamois or microfiber cloths to dry your vehicle. Squeeze out the
cloths often and switch to dry cloths for the final wipedown. Open the doors and dry weather seals,
especially if freezing temperatures are expected. Wipe down weather seals with Turtle Wax Trim
Restorer to improve appearance and prevent cracking and sticking.

Stuff like grease, bug splatter, brake dust, and water spots aren’t always easy to see, but their
combined effect is poor paint appearance. Work small sections at a time and knead the clay often.
Use your fingers to feel where the paint is not as smooth read contaminated and work these areas
with the clay bar. Applied to a foam applicator, microfiber towel, or dualaction orbital polisher,
Turtle Wax Scratch Repair and Renew can remove most light scratches and swirl marks in just a few
minutes. Apply polishing compound to the foam pad on a dualaction orbital polisher and work over a
small section of your vehicle at a time. Add more polishing compound as needed, buffing until
everything has an even sheen. Verify by checking how different sections of paint reflect the lights.
Turtle Wax Ice Spray Wax adds a waterproof coat to your paint job. Simply apply to a microfiber
cloth and rub it into the paint. Use a second cloth to buff to a shine. This leaves a nice finish,
protecting your tires from sun damage and slowing down dry rot. Your tires will also stay cleaner,
longer. Using nonammonia glass cleaner and microfiber cloths, clean all exposed glass and
polycarbonate. Moisten one cloth with glass cleaner to clean, using a second cloth to buff out any
streaks. Start with the sunroof glass, moving to the windshield, side windows, side mirrors, and rear
window. Then, clean the headlight, fog light, and taillight lenses. As with all things, detailing your
car quickly and efficiently takes practice. Once you see, feel, and smell the results of a freshly
detailed car, though, it’ll have been a worthwhile experience. While a car wash is about basic
cleaning, auto detailing is about longlasting protection. A detailed car looks better, smells better,
and lasts longer. Firsttime car detailing might take two to eight hours, but subsequent details should
take less than two hours. A full auto detail might be considered once a year, with touchups every
couple of months.

Wax and paint sealant, for example, only tend to last a couple of months. Carspecific supplies are
always recommended because they are made for cars. Dish soap or laundry detergent can affect
automotive finishes and materials adversely. Hot water improves car wash soap’s ability to cut
through grime.Car wax is a protective coating that improves shine and prevents sticking of water,
bugs, and road grime. Car wax usually only lasts a couple of months, requiring reapplication to
restore shine and paint protection. The car polishing compound is essentially an ultrafine abrasive.
Worked with a dualaction orbital polisher, polishing your car paint refines the surface of the clear
coat so the underlying paint color shines through clearly. Depending on the severity of the scratch,
you may need a different grade of abrasive to remove it. Swirls and holograms are just clearcoat
deep and can be smoothed with a car polishing compound. Scratches through the paint layer will
need wetsanding, touchup paint, and a clear coat to restore the original finish. OdorX Whole Car
Blast Kinetic OdorX Spray. Quick Detailing Perfection. Carnauba Wax a Dinosaur. Others are



satisfied with a full cleaning and perhaps protection service. Maybe the interior gets shampooed and
the engine steam cleaned. Whatever your detailing intentions, this page will introduce you to the
basic process as well as common auto detailing terminology. This beautiful BMW 2002tii was
restored back to original factory specs. The car is perfectly maintained and detailed. It’s driven
daily, but remains in showroom condition. Awesomeness! Start By Evaluating Your Car An essential
part of any new skill is knowing what to do first. Detailing your car is no different. Yet, ask three
professional detailers where to begin and you’ll likely get three different answers. What’s The
Condition of Your Paint. First thing’s first Detailing requires a careful evaluation of the paint. Take a
minute to walk around your car.

Do you see bug stains, water spots and tar spots, or is it completely free of contamination. How does
the paint feel to the hand. Is it rough, does it have small surface bumps. Is it smooth like glass or
silk. You’re in luck if the surface is very smooth and free of contaminants. The only maintenance
needed is regular washing 30 to 45 minutes a week. On the other hand, stained or rough paint is not
acceptable. Depending in your situation, cleaning your paint can take 30 minutes or up to 3 hours —
it really depends on the level of perfection you’re looking for. This car’s paint surface was just
waxed. Nevertheless, running a detailing clay bar over the hood reveals bonded contamination.
Waxing can’t remove that. Car enthusiasts often keep handy a quality detailer spray or, better yet, a
claybar to remove surface contamination. Use of a claybar is sort of like exfoliating skin or
deepcleaning pores. It’s important because bonded contamination starts the oxidation process. Such
defects must be taken care of prior to waxing. Thankfully these types of imperfections can usually be
fixed with a good polish and some elbow grease usually 1 to 2 hours. I highly recommend using a
good orbital polishing machine for faster and more consistent results. Do not panic if your paint has
deep surface scratches meaning not scratched through to the primer or metal. You may just need a
scratch remover polish formula. Use Meguiar’s Mirror Glaze UltraCut Compound for this job. Most
scuffs and scratches can be polished. They’ll no longer be visible 1 to 5 minutes per scuff or scratch.
You are ready for waxing only when your paint is contaminationfree and polished to a high gloss.
Here’s a good route to get you on track for the future Deepcleaning and polishing is best done twice
a year. Stick to the schedule. With proper and timely care, your paint finish will remain in good
condition for a long time to come.

Check Your Tires And Wheels Neglected tires and wheels take a lot of care to bring back to life.
Expect trouble if your tires haven’t been regularly washed and treated with tire dressing. Sadly, they
will quickly turn brown and dull. That’s why weekly washing and periodic waxing are key.
Otherwise, wheels often become pitted and develop black stains from brake dust and road tar. That’s
a bummer! Wheels quickly begin to show a film of brake dust. It’s normal. Do weekly washing. It is
easy to do with simple soap and water. The longer brake dust remains, the more difficult it is to
remove. Make no mistake Neglecting wheel maintenance results in permanent damage. You know
that wheels are very expensive to repair or replace, especially with modern luxury or sports cars.
People often learn that the hard way. What you want to do is closely evaluate your tires and wheels.
Are the tires brown and dull. Do the wheels have brake dust buildup. If so, spend just 15 minutes or
so on each wheel. You need a brush, a quality tire and wheel cleaner and a bucket of soapy water. It
makes a huge difference. Evaluation of Your Car’s Interior Now, let’s turn to the inside. Some people
care more about their car’s interior than the exterior. This makes some sense, as that is where we
spend our time. In any case, the condition of the car’s interior greatly reflects how the car is being
used. It stands to reason that if you haul kids around, the inside of your car will have more dirt and
stains than that of a businessperson. Likewise, a construction truck has a different set of cleaning
needs. The BMW’s interior needs a complete detailing. It will take 4 to 5 hours to properly vacuum,
shampoo and treat. So does it need heavy or light vacuuming. Is it dusty Does the upholstery need
cleaning. Is the leather dry Do you have stains or spills to clean. How does the interior smell. Is it
musty Not Judging! Regardless, a good interior detailing can take longer than an exterior detailing.



If you vacuum regularly twice a month, it usually takes no more than 10 to 15 minutes. Done
infrequently, it can take 30 minutes or more. Set aside some time. Spend just 3 to 5 minutes each
time you wash the exterior. Keeping the dash and upholstery clean will be a cinch. Needless to say,
cleaning the dash and upholstery can be a 1 to 2 hour chore if you don’t stay on top of it. Want an
alternative. If you don’t detail your own car, consider having a full interior detailing once yearly. A
full interior detail includes vacuuming and shampooing the upholstery, carpet and floor mats, as well
as cleaning the dash, console and vents. Don’t forget, after cleaning, leather and vinyl dressings and
fabric protection should be applied. But that’s not all! To maintain a full detail, have the interior
vacuumed each time your car is washed. Also, apply dressing to the dash, vinyl and leather each
time the car is waxed every 3 months. This level of interior detailing will keep your car in good
condition. Take Matters Into Your Own Hands Do yourself a favor and get an Air Force Blaster by
Metro Vaccum. No other tool works as well to keep your car’s interior clean and tidy. Divide the
work into manageable tasks. Don’t try to do it all in one day. Keep after the interior a little bit at a
time so you won’t be overwhelmed. Pro Tip Shampooing and interior fabric protection are best done
in the spring or summer months because the nice weather helps to speed up the drying process.
How To Dress For Success A good tire dressing will help your tires and wheels look their best. Apply
tire dressing after each wash. Wipe off the excess to prevent it from slinging onto the side of your
clean car. You’ve made it this far, so stay with me. Another big part of the car detailing process
includes applying dressing to those surfaces that can’t be waxed or otherwise protected. Again, your
car’s dashboard and other vinyl and leather surfaces need regular protection.


